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barbarian has gotten
the gate and is
exhibit courtesy
Cattelan.

The Italian artist Maurizio Cattelan can
be described as a practical joker and a
trickster, a troublemaker and an anarchist,
a bully and a victim, a charlatan and a
crusader, a comedian and a ham actor.
The moniker that perhaps fits him best,
though, is that of jester. His sculptures,
events,and "actions," all of which take as
their subject a new triangular relationship
between the artist, the institution, and the
viewer, amuse but also goad. Disclosing
no allegiances and taking no sides in
the debate between high art and popular
culture, cultural production and crass
commercialism,the goal of his work is to
strip the art world down to its proverbial
undershorts, revealing the motivations of
all involved in the creation, the exhibition,
and the consumptionof contemporaryart.
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Cattelan's Project for The Museum of
Modern Art, in which an actor elaborately
masked and costumed as a comic-book
version of the artist Pablo Picassogreets
visitors entering the Museum, is a cheeky
parody in which an icon of high mod
ernism is made to act as an icon of popu
lar culture. Using the recognizable image
of Picasso as a kind of logo for the
Museum (which, becauseof its sustained
support of the artist and impressive
collection of his work, has often been
referred to as "the house that Picasso
built"), Cattelan's work is a simultaneous
send-up of the popularity of Picassoas
the most famous modern artist in the
world and of the Modern'ssuccess
in attracting crowds of almost
Disneyland-like proportions. The
comparison between an ever
more popular art museum and an

Errotin, Le Vrai Lapin. 1994. Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris.
Foam rubber costume. Photo: Forneaux, courtesy Galerie
Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris

amusement park touches on a widely held view that museums,
American ones in particular, with their lavish blockbuster shows
of masterpieces by well-loved artists from the European canon,
attendant promotions, and brand-name souvenirs, have, in the
words of the critic Michael Brensen,"come to seem like satellites
of the entertainment industry, in which successis measured by
popular appeal."' In addition, becauseof the increasing difficul
ties of financially sustainingfine arts organizations, it is widely sus
pected that fine arts institutions have begun to sanitize and
"dumb down" their programming in order to appeal to the largest
number of paying visitors and future donors. Cattelan's "Picasso"
is a walking, three-dimensional fulfillment of these fears. This
image of the most recognizableartist of the twentieth century cast
as a mascot of merchandising like Mr. Peanut or Mickey Mouse,
at once embodies and satirizesthe dread of the encroachment of
popular culture into the precincts of high art. The barbarian has
gotten through the gate and is on exhibit courtesyof Cattelan.The
work itself though, is not merelythe mock "Picasso."Neithersimply
a performance,nor a discreteobject, Cattelan'sProjectis only com
plete when its most important element is taken into account— our
collectivereactionto its infiltration.
This work, and others created by Cattelan over the past five years
in locations throughout Europe, can be compared to the projects
of a growing group of international artists who do not necessar
ily make objects, but create made-to-order situations specific
to the particular sponsoring institution, and/or its geographic

location. Whether organizing a rally of
Schwalb motor scooter riders like Gabriel
Orozco did in Berlin in 1996, or arranging
for a supermarket to open in a Zurich art
museum, as Rirkrit Tiravanija has done
recently, these artists work with cultural
institutions to broaden their parameters
and break down the boundaries between
the artwork and the audience.
Whereas many artists over the past decade
have offered a critique of the overweening
power of the museum to dictate master
pieces and cultural products, few have
attempted, as Cattelan has, to wrest that
power away. Zeroing in on the inequitable
economic relationship between institutions
and individual artists, in the 1992 work
Fondazione Oblomov, he solicited money
from a seriesof donors and created a prize
that he awarded to an artist on the stipu-
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workingisa BadJob.1993Color poster, 106 x 228"
Marossi,
courtestyGaiieriaMassimo de Carlo, Milan

lation that he or she did not exhibit their
work for at least one year. Twice he has successfully convinced
the gallerists on whom he reliesto sell his work to wear full-body
animal costumes during the run of his exhibitions at their
galleries. However hot it must have been for his two Neapolitan
dealers to sport fuzzy lion costumes in Tarzanand Jane of 1993,
their discomfort pales when compared to that of the Frenchgallerist Emmanuel Perrotin, who, rechristened " Errotin," spent a
month in his gallery selling Cattelan's work while dressed as a
phallus-shaped rabbit (Errotin, Le Vrai Lapin, 1994).
The Museum's "Picasso" aggressively questions the nature of
the power relationship between an artist's own work and his
institutional or commercial sponsors, the employer and the
employed. The situations Cattelan creates invariably necessitate
that institutions bend their rules and violate their taboos. These
challenges have caused critics to only half-jokingly call the idea
of organizing an exhibition with Cattelan "suicidal folly."
"Cattelan does not seek to end up with successfulprojects," one
critic has commented, "but much rather continuously designsthe
failure of those who house him. " But Cattelan is not a maverick,
he is an invited guest (often a salariedone), and his works are not
visited upon his hosts but are commissioned. In a now classic
analysisof the medieval carnival, the Russianliterary critic Mikhail
Bakhtin defined these traditional, wild revelriesbefore the advent
of Lent as a period when social identities were shed, taboos were
broken, and power relationships were turned topsy-turvy. By
encouraging the "suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges,
norms, and prohibitions," carnival, emphasized Bakhtin, "cele
brated temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from
the established order." However subversive it was for princes
to cavort like street urchins and knaves to strut like kings, these
inversionswere temporary, and above all, authorized. The raucous
and mocking laughter of the carnival observed Bakhtin, "was

(270 x 580 cm). 45th Venice Biennale. Photo: Robert

absolutely unofficial but nevertheless legalized." Safely
contained within the confines of a particular festival, carnival
transgressions acknowledged and ultimately reinforced the
norms that they mocked.
This concept of "legalized but unofficial subversion" aptly
describesCattelan's oeuvre as a whole, becausethe majority
of his work is predicated on the existence of the institutional
and market structures it skewers. In contradistinction to
sixties-basedconceptual art, which denied its connection to
the cultural machine, Cattelan's work often revelsin its com
plicity with it. In 1993, when Cattelan was chosen to partici
pate in the Venice Biennale, he leased his allotted space to a
perfume company, which used it to display a billboard-sized
advertisementfor the duration of the exhibition (Working is a
Bad Job, 1993). Similarly,at a recent one-artist exhibition in
Turin's stately Castello di Rivoli, Cattelan scattered a number
of his other works around the museum and also parked a pair
of metal grocery carts in the permanent collection galleries.
Absurdly elongated to accomodate the most unwieldy of his
sculptures, the carts' presencewas meant as an open invita
tion to shop (LessThan TenItems, 1997). This promotion of
his work as a commodity is the theme of Permanent Food, a
magazinethat Cattelan has published periodicallysince 1995,
that consistssolely of pages lifted from other magazinesand
chosen by the artist's friends and acquaintances. His latest
work —the Modern's "Picasso"—cheerfully exploits an image
that, since Picasso'sdeath in 1973, has been used to sell
everything from khaki pants to computers, to promote one
additional product— Maurizio Cattelan.
As the critic FrancescoBonami has commented, "Cattelar
embodies both the parasite and its host, cause and
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A Sunday in Rivara. 1992. Installation photo, Castello di Rivara, Rivara,
Italy. Photo: Studio Blu, Turin

effect. . . . " If some of his works can be seen (however iron
ically) as self-promotional, Cattelan is an equal-opportunity
satirist who has also produced wincingly honest and hilarious
examinations of his own motivations and weaknesses.
Cattelan is Italian, and there are affinities between his
tragi-comic self-deprecation and the rich tradition of a
peculiarly Italian style of comedy.Commediaall'italiana, from
commedia dell'arte to Pirandello, from Dario Fo to Robert
Benigni, is farcical and tragic, sardonic, self-critical, and antiheroic. The hijacking of the image of Picassosurely reveals
the desire not only to emphasize this one artist's
enormous influence on the art of the past century
but to punch a few holes in the myth of artistic
genius. It can also be seen as an instance of what
Harold Bloom hascalled in TheAnxiety of Influence,
"self-saving caricature." By parodying the greatest
artist of the twentieth century in the sacredprecincts
that house some of the strongest evidence of his
genius, Cattelan makes brutally clear his own anxi
eties about being held to the older artist's measure.
Earlier works are equally self-critical, and equally
sarcastic about the pressuresof producing art on
demand. In 1992, when faced with the task of
preparingan on-site work for the group exhibition A
SundayIn Rivara,on the eveof the opening, Cattelan
escaped from a third-story window using a ladder

Warning! Enterat
No Dogs, Thank Yo
Dimensionsvariable

made from knotted sheetsand took a train home. The ladder was
left intact and remainedas his contribution to the exhibition. In 1994
at New York'sDanielNewbergGallery,Cattelan,feeling, in hiswords,
like a "jackass" becausehe was unableto come up with a workable
exhibition idea for his New York debut, fulfilled his obligation to the
gallery by installing a live donkey which he hoped would live there
for the duration of the show. The braying of the unhappy animal so
troubled the other tenants in the building that it had to be removed
lessthan twenty-four hours after the opening. In its place, Cattelan
hung severallinks of sausage.
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There is a difference between self-doubt and self-contempt, and
however much Cattelan incorporatesthe former into his work, he
has little use for the latter. His objects and actions are playful,
wicked, and sometimes a bit cruel, but in the end they are
even-handed and even ethical becausethey are the products of a
skeptic, not of a cynic. Echoing Marcel Duchamp'sfamous adage
that there is no solution becausethere is no problem, one critic has
noted that Cattelan "has made a career of making art question
rather than answer." Elaborate practical jokes set up primarily to
prove the contradictions inherent in every human situation,' his
work brings to light the complexities involved in the seemingly
straightforward relationships between artists, patrons and
audience. Although the Modern's mock "Picasso" might seem at
first to be something of a one-liner, upon reflection it reveals a
string of paradoxes.Who is the target of this joke anyway?Is it The
Museum of Modern Art? Picasso?The audience?Cattelan himself?
As his duties are only to greet Museum visitors with a wave or a
handshake,Cattelan's"Picasso" is mute on this question. If it could
talk though, one imaginesthat it might quote that masterof irony"
SorenKierkegaard:"An objective uncertainty," the mock "Picasso"
might reply to our inquiry, "is the highest truth."
Cattelan's allegiance is to no one camp and he is free as a result
of it.'
Laura Hoptman
Assistant Curator
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gs, Thank You. 1994. Daniel Newberg Gallery, New York. Ass, chandelier,
isions variable. Photo: Lina Bertucci, courtesy the artist

biography
Born in 1960 in Padua, Italy, Maurizio Cattelan has been
working as an artist since the late 1980s. He has shown widely
in Europe in one-artist exhibitions at Galleria Massimo De Carlo
in Milan (1993, 1996), Laure Genillard Gallery, London (1994,
1996), Le Consortium in Dijon, the Wiener Secessionin Vienna,
and the Castello di Rivoli in Turin (all 1997) and in group
exhibitions at the Museum Fridericianum in Kassel,(1993), The
Musee d'art Moderne de la Ville de Paris,(1994), the ICA in
London, and De Appel in Amsterdam (both 1996). In addition,
he has participated in major international exhibitions including
the Aperto section of the 1993 Venice Biennale, the 1995
Kwangju Biennial in Korea, the 1997 Minister Sculpture Project,
the 1997 Site Santa Fe,and the 1998 Manifesta II in Luxembourg.
In 1997 he was one of three artists chosen to represent Italy
in the national pavilion at the XLVIIVenice Biennale.
Since 1995 he has published PermanentFood, a second-genera
tion magazinethat consistssolely of pages appropriated from
other magazinesand chosen by artists. It continues to be
published at irregular intervals. He lives in situ.
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